801499 Ho Fluor LMPHLDR Fixed

Catalog Number: 801499
Manufacturer: Satco
Description: Lampholder, Shallow Base, T12 High Output Fluorescent Lamp, 1000 V, 660 W (Lamp), White, Quick Wire Terminal, Slide On, 1-7/8 In Height, 1-3/8 In Width, 1-1/4 In Depth, #18 Awg Wire

Weight per unit: 0.1000 (lbs/each)
Product Category: Lighting Lampholders

Features
- Lamp Base: RECESSED DOUBLE CONTACT, FIXED
- Lamp Wattage: 660 W

Dimensions and Weight
- Size: 1-3/8 Inch W x 1-1/4 Inch D x 1-7/8 Inch H

Descriptions
- Additional Information: STRIP SIZE 3/8 TO 1/2 INCH
- Commodity Description: PLUGS, CONN, INLETS, OUTLETS, LAMPHOLDR
- Description: HO FLUOR LMPHLDR FIXED

Manufacturer Information
- GTIN: 00045923814990
- UPC: 045923814990

Taxonomies, Classifications, and Categories
- Category Description: Fluorescent Fixtures & Accessories

Packaging
- Carton: 1
- Package: 200
- Weight Per each: 0.1

Uses, Certifications, and Standards
- Approval: UL mA
- Mounting: SLIDE ON
T12 Slimline Single Pin Fluorescent Sockets

- **80-1496** Plunger
- **80-1497** Fixed

**Specifications**
- Shallow Base
- Slide-On Quick Wire for Wet and Damp Locations
- Rapid Start for 20 Gauge Panels
- Strip 3/8”–1/2”
- 660W–600V

T12(HO) High Output Fluorescent Sockets – Recessed Double Contact

- **80-1498** Plunger
- **80-1499** Fixed

**Specifications**
- Quickwire Terminals Accept Up to 18 Gauge
- Solid Or Tinned Leads
- Slide-On Shallow Base
- Rapid Start
- Strip 3/8”–1/2”
- 660W–600V

**Additional Items**

- **80-1249** Butt-On Mounting Lampholder
- **80-1250** Fluorescent Starter Holder
- **80-1251** T5 Lampholder with 9” Leads
- **80-1490** Circle Connector-Quickwire

**Applications**

- Rapid Start Applications
- 660W–250V
- T11 Right Angle Bracket
- 120W–600V
- 660W–600V